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Sponsored by the National Radio and Television Adminis-

tration； China Media Group and The People’ s Govern-

ment of Zhejiang Province, China International Cartoon 

and Animation Festival (CICAF) is the only state-level 

professional cartoon and animation festival of its kind in 

China, with its debut in 2005 in Hangzhou,  the capital of 

Zhejiang Province, a scenic city famed for its legendary 

West Lake as the World Cultural Heritage. CICAF has 

been listed as one of the Key Cultural Convention & Exhi-

bition Projects incorporated in the “National 11th, 12th 

and 13th Five-Year Plans on Cultural Development & 

Reform” , and one of the key cultural trading platforms 

and key cultural convention & exhibition projects of “the 

Going- Out Project of Chinese Culture”.

The 16   CICAF was rescheduled from September 29 to 

October 4, 2020, following the escalation of COVID-19 

Coronavirus worldwide. This year, CICAF was mainly 

composed by 5 major brands: exposition, forum, busi-

ness, competition and activity, through a combination of 

online and offline with altogether 45 events. It attracted 

2,680 Chinese and foreign enterprises and 5,886 exhibi-

tors from 65 countries and regions, signing contracts or 

cooperation intentions for 1,543 projects,

The 17th CICAF will be held in Hangzhou from Septem-

ber 29 to October 4,2021. At present, the procedure is 

under review.

牆誤誖鞯
About CICAF

剓鉢敆慁
Media Support

牆誤惡峗
Information

Sponsors: 
National Radio and Television Administration of the People’s 
Republic of China / China media group / The People’s 
Government of Zhejiang Province

Organizer:
Hangzhou Municipal People’s Government
Zhejiang Radio and Television Bureau
Zhejiang Radio & TV Group

Undertaker:
Hangzhou ACG industry developoment center
Hangzhou CICAF Exhibition Co., Ltd.

Venue:
White Horse Lake Animation Plaza, Binjiang District, 
Hangzhou, Zhejiang, P.R.China

Time:
September 29 to October 4,2021(Six Days)
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EXPO Advantages
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The 16  CICAF is a comprehensive carnival-like festival 

with the main venue of 65,000 square meters, including 

B2B & B2C parts, and there are 187 enterprises from 

Europe, America, Asia and other regions with 320 brands 

presented. Meanwhile, Hangzhou makes full use of the 

achievements of digital epidemic prevention and control 

measures to bring a smart, detailed, safe and orderly 

offline festival. 

In the same period, the Festival launches a new plat-

form--- “Online CICAF” to set up 27 interactive live broad-

casts to connect with the offline exposition and stage per-

formance, during the CICAF period. The total number of 

visitors reaches 10.12 million, with the PCU of 2.064 mil-

lion, creating a cross-time and cross- regional “Nev-

er-Ending- CICAF”.
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298 邁煢媆 298咲麟趵贋嗴
Attracted 187 Companies 76

317/5431 贋嗴閔窅斶㳝郿 431跣
About 320 Exhibiting Brands

Attracted Companiescovering 65 
Countries And Regions

鄡醢鄡醣酁諦邁煢媆
76跣蹺咲嶗鰱嶼贋嗴贋＝

The total number of 
visitors reaches 10.12 million

鄡醢鄡醣岄贋㓅鳏漛
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Total media traffic of 110 million
in six days
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Government SupportInternational Platform China Central 
Television Covering

Professional Business
Session
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瑪絑䉃熱
 Global Exposure
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Audience Accurate
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27 interactive live broadcasts

 to connect with the offline exposition
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PCU of 2.064 million
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醢嗘贋嗴閔窅
Previous Exhibition Brands

愇縟惡峗
Exposition Market Info
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Internationl Cartoon & Animation Enterprise Group,domes-
tic Provincial & Municipal Cartoon & Animation Enterprise 
Group,domestic Cartoon & Animation Industry Base 
Group,etc.

荡子终瓤êG煒

韪涣雕
Group Exhibition Area

BDHO!Joevtusz!Ibmm
荡子改谯赈繁煒
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C2
B2

B3
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C5

蹺䅕誤畑麟趵鄩筧。蹺廟荎壈誤畑麟趵鄩筧。
蹺廟誤畑鲲趵▕鰱鄩筧訵、

Domestic & Foreign Publishers,internet Literature,Comics 
Platform,Comics Production & Affiliated Enterprises or 
Agencies,etc.

乵廟侳熱穼蛼。鲒鎽鈫旝叧。畑翍妕詬。畑翍
壽慘訵忞嘄麟趵徏魍絔梽椨、

Animation Exhibition Area: 
Domestic & Foreign Animated Film, Animated TV Series, 
Network Animation broadcast distribution agencies, video 
platforms &Affiliated Enterprises or Agencies, etc.

乵廟侳誤翍翄嬁。翄㓉誤翍。鈫酖誤翍摙熱僨
ǹ梽椨。㓉䎣妕詬訵忞嘄麟趵徏魍絔梽椨、

Domestic & Overseas Online Games, Mobile Games,Sin-
gle Games, Console Games, Game Platforms,Independent 
Games & Affiliated Enterprises,E-sports related or 
Agencies, Etc.

终瓤逯
Gaming Exhibition Area

乵廟侳鈫酖珪彽。忲梽珪彽。雜梽珪彽。踽梽
珪彽。珪彽妕詬。箏襫珪彽。翄覅荁饅訵忞嘄
麟趵徏魍絔梽椨、

Social Platform, Live Broadcast Platform, Short Video 
Content Platform, New Media Platform, Post-Production 
Software, Newest Social Software, etc.

饣ǚ逯
Social Exhibition Area

蛼鲮妕詬。茻摙妕詬。蓪㓉䎣廟咷妕詬。昦剓
鉢妕詬。謚梕㩻鬣。昦矇蛼鲮㩻鬣、

Guofeng&Guochao Chinese Fashion, Lolita, JK, Cosplay, 
Live Stage, Guofeng National Style Concert, Virtual Idol 
Concert, Catwalk，etc.

ē椅扯μ[C傲
The ACG (二次元にじげん )&
Gen Z Exhibition Area

蹺䏣。蹺痐。Mpmjub。KL。Dptqmbz。靕羾鞡詬。
蹺䏣甡緋＝。麉愐記絹甡緋＝。㡶蟐訵、

Animation Celebrity Signing, ACGN Enterprise Session, 
Women’s Group / Men’s Group / KOL Performance, Seiyuu 
Performance, etc.

]豁恙贰
Main Stage

誤畑謖咲誐綈。誤畑珪彽麟趵牆誤豕鯫。偔筧
0翇筧 0LPM 甡熱。佪〓甡熱訵、

Domestic & Foreign Animation Derivatives Products; 
Hand-Made Models; Clothing, Makeup & Props Products; 
Lucky Boxes, Capsule Toys & Affiliated Enterprises or 
Agencies, etc.

凤聯逯
Animation Related Products Exhibition Area

乵廟侳誤畑澐穼ɡ羠閔。忲窩浧矇。桽誼㭠鲲
閔。痐粬鲲閔。茲苵怸鼶訵!忞嘄麟趵徏魍絔梽
椨、

Demonstrations Of Domestic & Foreign 5G \ VR \ AR \ MR 
\ Holographic Projection Technology in The Use of 
Animation Game Scenes, etc.

乵廟侳!6H] 麉愐粷呺 ]亱媰粷呺 ]玈諦粷呺 ]
瑪峗悅嬁訵恖梮鮪誤畑珪彽鯫杛艊㫜羮嗴蛵、

怿三逯
Science & Technology Exhibition Area

子田逯
Comics & Literature Exhibition Area

荡萼逯
Animation Exhibition Area
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荡子终瓤êG煒C煒
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Exhibition Process
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12 哆凌蔷饭
Exhibition Intention

13  韬赋ü
Detailed

Consultation

14 嵫酪哆凌
Participation
Confirmation

15 溧魍繁反
Contract Signing

16 烫盎橙屹
Payment Of
Full Amount

17 凌傍嵫飨
Booth Confirmation

18 媒凌酮歇
Installation Plan

19 璩9吣髭
Online Registration

1: 艹豁刹買 21 罰菅惰庋 22 同锚朔挠
Construction

23 程进凌污
Six-day

Exhibition Period

24 郎橙虽凌
Live Coverage Expense Invoice Safe

Dismantling

广告合作

声优大赛广告赞助

产业博览会赞助

*详情请咨询各馆招商人员

cosp l ay超级盛典冠名

7 31
8 26
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jBCD 蹺䅕誤畑珪彽縟烏俋＝慘踵跤蹺蹺䅕誤畑頺䉳謭鲲趵覜艊縟烏椢鱖䯖㫝妘棾㬜玪彾踵蹺廟侳誤畑珪彽鞲趵鍎瀯妘躉呯贋醮艊牆

誤、!3131!jBCD 煢媆鑫餚蹺。熴蹺。颣賣。墴㒂訵 53跣蹺咲嶗鰱嶼艊犦侳豕趵㓅‖鮪鄡饅燍䯖974謖蹺廟豕趵㓅‖粷鯫贋醮䯖㫤㳛砎僨壉鑫

狇倀誤畑㣮翨@諦䎘╪艊鲕俋貙 25跣䎋茩䯖狇倀㳟䎰㫝 6鳗廬鳏炓壆䯖粷鯫誐郿㳟䎰㢋 3/6 鳗廬鳏炓壆、!㤐㣉艊牊㜎炣縶嶗暟茊艊壈鯫䈑

烢䯖踵斾跣誤畑ǹ趵抲憈鑫惡宆䯖雩踵肣嵔夠尓醣誤畑鲲趵僨嗴啀烢鑫昦梽㭔、!慘踵跤蹺蹺䅕誤畑頺艊C3C縟烏俋＝䯖3132jBCD啔㳛砎饅

燍ǹ趵脙砎。䇏砎䯖縶酄!＃縟烏蛼鲮。蹺䅕諦慘。䎋茩僨壉。鲲趵㓇陝。鲲趵鄫鰓￥!鲕俋椢鱖䯖䅔飨酽跀燒縟烏㱚倧䯖瑪䉳抲緣妛烏呺縟烏牆誤、!

菑撾抲緣粀窅牆誤ⅩⅩ2.2 縟烏牊㜎啔狇倀悅㡊。壽慘。僨ǹ。戦棈訵瑪鲲趵䀍䯖撾烢啔 jBCD縟烏俋＝怇㬬彾跤蹺誤畑珪彽縟烏訅酽閔窅、

跤蹺Dptqmbz 㢋鄀茊鉚曧跤蹺蹺䅕誤畑頺㾗唻誤畑穚偡鍎㛄襫艊豕嘄㡡鲇䯖飨謾駡婩。駡妕。駡澐䯖廟咷攝昦䯖㡡壽豕趵䯖㛊㬕棈儨䯖鮪趵

翨槷襫鑫頠偡艊訥藨倀駡惡撾䯖嬱勢鑫蹺廟侳誤畑穚偡鍎艊妭熼饅燍嶗輟穚䯖曧蹺廟桭踵豕趵鹾綾酽艊蹺叄誑Dptqmbz 㡡鲇閔窅、

jBCD幌唄荡子终瓤弓当谨稗!!
International Animation & Game Business Conference

U幌Dptqmbz 個琮哽持!!
China Cosplay Super Show

China Cosplay Super Show is particularly set up for animation fans and cosplay enthusiasts by CICAF. It is currently enjoys vast popularity among fans 

home and abroad for its openness & fairness, authority & speciality and extensive coverage. This event is the only and most professional national Cosplay 

competition brand in China. 

International Animation & Game Business Conference (iABC), as a business part oriented to the industrial end of CICAF, has gradually become an annual 

event regularly attended by domestic and foreign animation & game practitioners in recent years.iABC 2020 has attracted online professional viewers from 

42 countries and regions such as the UK, France, Finland and Brazil, as well as 863 domestic professional field visitors. It also witnessed the release of 14 

major cross-industry integrated projects related to animation in 5 categories, with an amount of nearly 500 million Yuan and an amount of more than 250 

million Yuan for contracts signed on the spot. Active negotiation atmosphere and strong market demand made the whole animation industry more confident 

and sought new opportunities for the development of the industry under regular epidemic prevention and control. As the professional B2B part of CICAF, 

iABC 2021 will focus on the pain points and difficulties of the animation industry, and try to enhance business activities and make them more pragmatic 

based on 5 sections including business socializing, international cooperation, project releasing, industry planning and industry segmentation, along with a 

series of business supporting activities. Efforts will be make to improve the featured activity, namely, match-making, which involves the whole industry 

chain including investment, production, distribution and licensing, striving to make iABC the top one brand of animation and game business in China.

讜梕牆誤
Activities

誤畑鲲趵䗮圐㛀韃曧證嗘跤蹺蹺䅕誤畑頺艊㳛㒄豕趵牆誤䯖曧酽妘酽姪誤畑趵翨鈷哅鲑䇗。燚旽銲鏅艊茊＝䯖曧蹺廟侳酽牐誤畑豕咲叧

鍎杶幋蘕搾艊鞡詬䯖曧㬦㫓䇗屒妭苩。熱㜑陝詇。昷謭媆䎘扢誤跤蹺誤畑鲲趵僨嗴艊㳛㒄妕詬䯖藥愥踽㛀韃。俋壎紬。昦䀟紬。躦橎紬訵酽跀燒

䗮閔㠮艊唻㛣。蔠㚮嶗㛀韃牆誤、

跤蹺蹺䅕誤畑頺＃㳟簄値￥俋㡡曧鮪蹺廟侳誤畑翍䎘╪鲶桹茊㖌艊豕趵㡡鲇、!羾跤俖妭摙翄㓉岄詬踽窩䯖曧跤蹺蹺䅕誤畑頺艊㳛㒄牆誤

閔窅䯖飨!＃嶗妕。嶗㜖。僨嗴。擊姾。謭醢￥!踵▕㜉䯖鞏啂!＃䗮閔㠮。䗮閔樴。䗮閔瀕￥!艊絔寳䯖䨺轄囑攝䯖怇㬬赗閔䯥暅鮪呠怷誤畑旝誼䯖慡扅鲲趵

麽過䯖▔鑇誤畑鳏忴䯖媆啂嶗扢誤跤蹺誤畑鲲趵㩸矇緣鄀。蟨叧僨嗴、!〓蟐慘閔啔驔鲶!＃㳟簄値￥!蛷㭔、!贋㡡悞謖㛽舽駱跤蹺蹺䅕誤畑頺呭鈫

＃㳟簄値￥!豕嶼䯒kik/djdbg/dpn䯓

荡子êG鏞虑縻稽ⅩⅩ]縻稽!!
Cartoon & Animation Industry Summit Forums — Core Forum

U幌幌唄荡子碜!＃獅坩径￥!谨輔!!
CICAF “Golden Monkey King Awards” Competition

Listen to the dialogues among masterminds and draw inspiration from the wits of the professionals, where experts, scholars, and animation fans participat-

ed in. Sparks of thoughts are bursting in these Cartoon & Animation Industry Summit Forums with different topics during CICAF period. Summit Forums are 

annual grand gatherings for distinguished guests and masters in this field and consists of Core Forum, Master Class, Young, Panel, Live, and so on.

As a significant brand-building contributor of CICAF, “Golden Monkey King Awards” is a prestigious event sponsored by  China Media Group, and 

welcomes outstanding animation works from all over the world every year. The Award endeavors to encourage works of “originality” , “harmony” , “excel-

lence” , and “high quality, high character, and high taste” . It is also an optimal platform for tapping talents and hidden values of the emerging cartoon and 

animation industry, and also for setting directions for the structural transformation and upgrading of the Chinese animation industry. The “Awards” is divided 

into two categories: "General Awards" and "Promising Awards". Please do not hesitate to enroll your works now on jhj.cicaf.com before March 15, 2021! We 

are looking forward to hearing from you. 
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誤畑嫷㩱墘珪曧跤蹺蹺䅕誤畑頺跤桭镾鉢粷!＃鳏炓艊頺暀￥!艊閔窅䎋茩躐酽䯖獿糴艁僠輟穚醮剓鉢饅燍、＃瑪炓貊誤畑䯖寚貊倉彿骼￥曧

誤畑嫷㩱墘珪牆誤僔鄮恦拠艊踽鄡䯖誆㒄倉輟漜誤畑䯖嗴蛵侸樭䏣㳕䯖倉啔桹梽＝彾踵墘珪䄯鼢艊彾蘚䯖羮倉誤畑㓕頥誼艊ィ甡䯖鉢粷誤畑醮

羠牆嶗╙壈艊饅鎽䯖飨倉赗嫷嗴粷醮骼髦鰓鲶寚貊嶗瓕㢹、3132 妘訅鴛酴嗘跤蹺蹺䅕誤畑頺誤畑嫷㩱墘珪訵倉鎢駱、

荡子脓軍猫终
Cartoon & Animation Floats Parade 

佪〓俋㡡曧跤蹺蹺䅕誤畑頺㾗唻㱚䌄穚偡鍎㛄襫

艊豕趵㡡鲇䯖俋㡡飨駡妕。駡澐艊㡡鲇粶乵䯖豕趵。棈儨

艊㛊咁槪豈糴勢鑫蹺廟侳誤畑。㱚䌄䎘╪艊䗮姪饅燍

嶗妭熼偡㛊、!佪〓俋㡡彾嗚蹁窩鴛嗘䯖踵慡扅〓蟐㱚

䌄鳏忴䯖燍駱ǹ趵昦䞸ǔ猐䯖釣㫧恖镾鲮牐抲緣䯖扢誤

鲲趵擊姾僨嗴㡽勢鑫蠘椥慘羮、

跤蹺䯒椈墕䯓蹺䅕啨簍畑翍俋㡡曧跤蹺蹺䅕誤畑頺跤贋醮䉳桭俋。蹺䅕誼蠿姪桭䗮艊䉣啨妘閔窅牆誤䎋茩䯖雩曧跤蹺錨桹嬁閼撾艊蹺䅕

屟䉣啨妘旝誼牆誤躐酽䯖桖曧蹺廟侳輟穚酑翍頯梮艊啨妘簍覎賽蘷鲮牐艊俋妕詬、俋㡡贋㡡㬕忲㭚倀鲕俋爳 59跣蹺咲嶗鰱嶼䯖贋㡡㬕忲踙

㚧 36醐蠶鳏漛、!俋㡡瀯妘鞲翜嶎梥棾。鳏旝饅尒。粶乵墮悜訵侸跣㓕姪㛄呯踽䎪䯖▔鑇嶗慡扅䉣啨妘〓蟐囑攝畑翍鳏忴䯖妛婩嗴〓蟐囑攝驔

値慘閔乵廟侳墘嗴牆誤䯖釣㫧蹺䅕䄄艊旝誼鲮牐、!俋㡡鏂㛽蹺廟侳豕咲惔麇踽㛊僡、!贋㡡悞謖㛽舽駱跤蹺蹺䅕誤畑頺呭鈫＃畑翍俋㡡￥豕嶼

iuuqt;00dpnjd/djdbg/dpn

荡子竭败谨輔
Seiyuu Competition

U幌佨希莽佪幌唄辆吵子萼谨輔!!
China (Hangzhou) International Children’s Comic Competition

!!

彿髦醮謾跤㯵鰓頺嗴酁彾鑫徔耚諦慘饅跀䯖瀯妘鲒牋墡慘鳏蘚贋鎢唻昷艊誤翍頺䯖妛鹾鮪㛀韃甡㚸。叧梮鲮牐。慘閔贋㡡。長慘嗴曑。嗴瀕

鲒懙。縟烏諦慘訵昷䉳㫊彾邁㛌妛㡑鲂呺㣻䯖踵蹺廟麟趵閔窅。鲲閔㡶熱詛抲辭夎錫、

We have tied strategic partnership with some of the festivals. Each year, we send staff to participate in each other's animation festivals. Provide help for 

domestic enterprises' brands and products to go global, we also reached consensus and put into practice in giving speeches at forums, academic exchang-

es, works competitions, masterpiece screenings, booth exchanges, and business affairs and other aspects. 

Seiyuu Competition, a highly influenced nationwide anima-

tion dubbing competition, is well embraced by domestic and 

foreign animation and dubbing enthusiasts. To combine 

performance and contests, the 10-edition-competition aims 

to discover dubbing talents and to build an industrial 

platform for better resource exchange among talents and 

companies. Please do not hesitate to contact us and we are 

looking forward to welcoming your participation. 

CICCC aims to promote cartoon culture among young people and encourage youngsters to explore more in the field of cartoon and animation. It is the 

most internationalized youth events in CICAF and throughout the whole country. More than 250,000 contestants from over 48 countries and regions have 

participated in CICCC through the years. Every year, CICCC sets the theme to encourage originality from the perspectives of Ideological Future, Humanis-

tic Concern, and Environmental Conservation, etc., and employs domestic and foreign experts as judges. Please do not hesitate to contact us https://com-

ic.cicaf.com/ and we are looking forward to having your participation.  

A parade of hundreds of performers forming several matrixes and riding on over 20 floats is staged during CICAF period every year, incorporating a diversi-

fied variety of arts such as music, dance, and acrobatics to create a carnival-style atmosphere. This Floats Parade mostly reflects the theme of “People's 

Festival” , and draws great attention from the public and the media. The 17th CICAF Cartoon & Animation Floats Parade of 2021 now recruits programs and 

performances from all the exhibitors, enterprises, performance groups and IP owners, who will have amazing chances to showcase in the parade. We are 

looking forward to having your participation. 

橙苄繁宝碜凌
International Animation Festivals Cooperation

+ 飨醢戹謖醭鰓魯謚 * In No Particular Order
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Venue:
White Horse Lake Animation Plaza, Binjiang District, Hangzhou, Zhejiang, P.R.China

Time:
September 29 to October 4,2021(Six Days)

凌稗推蓯侊
3132 妘 :桸 3:暀 .3132 妘 21桸 5暀!䯒7俍䯓

_诞魂俣侊
跤蹺牸焎荎椈墕壈䗮昦䯒瓟焎䯓嶼艀䖂琒誤畑妭鯫

梕嬜崯艊鎢駱

DJDBG呭鈫 怶蔅饅燍駡‖誑


